Year 9 Curriculum Outlines. Term 3 2016-2017
English
Reading:
Shakespeare: Henry V
-Examination of
characters
-Themes & Ideas in the
play
-Writers’ language and
techniques, the play’s
structure
Reading: Analysis using
PEE
Writing: Imaginative
and discursive excerpts
and essays on a variety
of topics/text’s themes
Writing/CAT:
Extended
essay on
either
Character and
the themes
they are
connected
with
OR
Examination
of a major
theme. Idea,
symbol or
motif and its
significance in
the play
Day 5: Mechanical,
technical &
grammatical English.
Spelling & Vocabulary

Maths

Science

First Half







Similar Shapes
Drawing Graphs
Compound Measures
Mixed Problems
Changing the subject of a
formula
Mathematical Reasoning,
proof

Second Half






Locus
Probability
Gradient, Y=MX+C
Inequalities
Trigonometry




Plants for food
Using Chemistry



Pressure and moment

History

Geography

ICT

The World: 1900-1919

Pre-war Europe and the
new types of warfare.
The Treaty of
Versailles

War damages settlement
and the state of
Germany after.
The Rise of Dictators

Case studies of Hitler,
Mussolini and Stalin.

Causes of the Second
World War.

The immediate cause
and major battles of
the war.

- Our restless planet
-A slice through the
earth
-Our cracked earth
- A closer look at plate
movements
- Earthquakes
- An Earthquake in
Southwest China
-Tsunami!
-Volcanoes
-Iceland: a country
made by volcanoes
-Why live in a danger
zone?

Crime Solving
a. Search and sort a
database
b. Interrogate data to
find the solution to
a problem
c. Use and adapt a
spreadsheet model
to simulate real-life
events
d. Create a
presentation for a
specific audience
e. Make decisions and
provide evidence to
back them up
Working with graphics
a. Use of graphics
b. Methods of creating
graphics
c. Design and create
graphics
Creating a wiki
a. Analyse and
evaluate data
b. Create an effective
wiki
c. Evaluate and update
a wiki
Security systems
a. Create sequences of
instructions and
flowcharts to
control events
Challenges
The idea of the
challenges is to give
students the chance to
really show off their ICT
capabilities. They are
deliberately open-ended
so that they can be
tackled in whatever way
they think is suitable.

French
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Les vêtements
Je voudrais
La mode. Pour ou
contre ?
Copain-copine
Bouge ta tête
A la une !
Felicity
Horoscope
La météo
Autour du monde
en solitaire

Religious Education

Music

Drama

TOPIC: Suffering
WEEK 1: Introduction on how do people
suffer
WEEK 2: Christians and suffering
WEEK 3: Jews and suffering
WEEK 4: Muslims and suffering
WEEK 5: Group presentation
WEEK 6: Hindus and suffering
WEEK 7: CAT
WEEK 8: Sikhs and suffering
WEEK 9: Sikhs and suffering 2
WEEK 10: Buddhist and suffering.

Topics: We hope to cover for
Third term
 Revision on the topics
covered last term
 Music History: Twentieth
Century
 12 bars blues music.
 Practical: Conducting, Aural,
Training, Piano playing
 The beginning of Jazz popular
music (page 8)
 Musical features - Writing
own songs
 Musical Appreciation:
Listening exercises
 Group presentation – Student
choices of Music

LESSON 1: Stage Departments
PART 1 (STAGE MANAGEMENT,
SCENERY & PROPS)

WEEK 11: Revision.

LESSON 2: Stage Departments
PART 2
(WARDROBE, LIGHTING &
SOUND)
LESSON 3: -Script Writing
Revision
-Acting with a Stage Crew
(Using the Book titled “Things
Fall Apart”, ‘’Grease’’ or ‘’The
Legend of Hercules’’ as a Script)
LESSON 4: Class Practical
Production (Using the Book
titled “Things Fall Apart”,
‘’Grease’’ or ‘’The Legend of
Hercules’’ as a Script)
LESSON 5: Watch a Play/Movie
LESSON 6: Costumes, Make-Up &
Props

Art
-Observational
drawing of Still life
items in pencil
-Observational
drawing of Still life
items in colour
pencil
-Introduction to
painting with a dry
medium
-Painting with a dry
medium
-Landscape studies
in pencil
-Landscape studies
in colour pencils

Physical Education




Rounders
Handball
Swimming



Tennis

PSE



Teenager
stress
Asthma &
Allergy
Cloning



Lie detector




